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I. INTRODUCTION
Foreign integration into the United States agribusiness sector has been steadily increasing over the last few
decades. As of 2017, eight foreign-owned companies were among the top twenty-five largest food and beverage
companies in the U.S. [1] In the last United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) report on foreign *6
investment in U.S. agricultural land, 26.7 million acres of privately held farmland were held by foreign persons
(nearly double the number of acres held by foreign persons ten years prior). [2] This increase has renewed the
discussion of older laws tied to foreign ownership of U.S. agricultural land, often overlooked in the current
transactional climate. Farmland transactions need to comply with federal reporting requirements under the
Agricultural Foreign Investment Disclosure Act of 1978 (AFIDA). [3] In addition, there are certain state corporate
farming restrictions and limitations (State Acts) that apply to foreign acquisition of farmland. [4]
In certain parts of the country, public sentiment about foreign investment in U.S. assets has come under
heightened scrutiny. 5 With food supply chain ownership drawing particular attention, [6] failure to file and comply
under AFIDA or any *7 applicable State Act could subject a company to significant financial losses and public
relations headaches. Furthermore, certain buyers wish for anonymity in their acquisitions, but AFIDA disclosures
are Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) searchable. Some organizations have published lists of disclosed
ownerships, with the purpose of identifying foreign owners. [7] While the authors of this Essay do not have an
opinion on the actions of these groups, the mere fact that these lists are being published could be a concern for
many.
In light of the broad scope and potential repercussions of AFIDA and the related State Acts, it is important to
consider whether a transaction triggers any of these legislative requirements. The following is a brief primer on
reporting requirements under AFIDA and a summary of the various State Acts that affect farmland ownership
through disclosure requirements, imitations on acreage amounts, or outright restriction. [8]

II. WHAT IS AFIDA AND WHEN IS REPORTING REQUIRED?
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AFIDA was enacted in 1978 to create a nationwide system for the collection of information about foreign
ownership of U.S. agricultural land. [9] Under the statute, foreign persons acquiring or transferring any interest in
agricultural land (by sale, lease, or by sale of a direct or indirect interest in a company that owns or leases the
land) may be required to submit a report on the transfer or acquisition to the USDA. [10] Failure to timely file a
report can subject the foreign person to financially significant penalties. [11] The law requires "[a]ny foreign
person who acquires or transfers any interest, other than a security interest, in agricultural land shall submit a
report to the Secretary of Agriculture not later than 90 days after the date of such acquisition or transfer." [12]
The AFIDA reporting obligations must be satisfied by delivering an AFIDA Report Form FSA-153 to the County
Farm Service Agency (FSA) Office where *8 the tract of land is located. [13] In most instances, multiple AFIDA
filings will be required throughout the ownership lifecycle of a property. [14] For example, after the initial
disclosure on FSA-153, each subsequent change of ownership, or use of the agricultural land that involves a
foreign person, may require reporting under a subsequent FSA-153 filing. [15]

III. WHO IS A "FOREIGN PERSON"?
The threshold percentage of foreign interests necessary to trigger the reporting requirement under AFIDA is fairly
low. An entity is a "foreign person" if it is organized under the laws of a foreign government or its principal place of
business is located outside the U.S. [16] In addition, a domestic entity is a "foreign person" if a foreign entity,
individual, or government holds a "significant interest or substantial control" over the domestic entity, 17 which
generally means a foreign person or multiple foreign persons (in the aggregate) own 10% or more interest in the
domestic entity (directly or indirectly). [18]

IV. WHAT IS AN "INTEREST" IN "AGRICULTURAL LAND"?
Under AFIDA, an "interest" in land is "all interests acquired, transferred or held in agricultural lands," subject to
certain exceptions. [19] Exceptions include: (a) leaseholds less than ten years; [20] (b) contingent future interests
(e.g., options); [21] and (c) easements unrelated to agricultural production. [22] Note that AFIDA applies to *9
leasehold interests of ten years or longer, as well as ownership interests in agricultural land. [23] By way of
example, say Company A, a foreign investor, is interested in acquiring Company B, a winery. Company B owns a
100-acre parcel where its processing facility, tasting room, and a portion of its vineyard are located. Company B
also leases 500 acres of farmland adjacent to its processing facility pursuant to a twenty-five-year lease. Under
this scenario, following Company A's acquisition of Company B, Company A will be required to file an FSA-153 for
both its fee ownership interest in the 100-acre parcel and its leasehold interest in the adjacent 500-acre parcel.
The threshold percentage of foreign interests necessary to trigger the reporting requirement under AFIDA is fairly
low. An entity is a "foreign person" if it is organized under the laws of a foreign government or its principal place of
business is located outside the U.S. [16] In addition, a domestic entity is a "foreign person" if a foreign entity,
individual, or government holds a "significant interest or substantial control" over the domestic entity, [17] which
generally means a foreign person or multiple foreign persons (in the aggregate) own 10% or more interest in the
domestic entity (directly or indirectly). [18]
The definition of "agricultural land" under AFIDA is very broad and may capture land in transactions where
agricultural purposes are not central to the intended post-closing use of the land. [24] "Agricultural land" means
land "currently used for, or, if currently idle, land last used within the past five years, for farming, ranching, or
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timber production, ..." [25] For example, wind farms and solar farms could each have filing requirements if the
deal structure and land involved meet certain criteria. [26] An exception exists for land not exceeding ten acres, in
the aggregate, but only if annual gross receipts from agricultural or timber use do not exceed $1000. [27]
Accordingly, even smaller farms may be subject to an AFIDA filing requirement if annual gross receipts exceed
the dollar limit. This could trigger filings for restaurants with interests in farmland that feature fresh-from-the-farm
produce, where menus include products from farmland owned or controlled by the restaurant. Similarly, beef
suppliers that own an interest in ranch land, perhaps through subsidiaries or other venture arrangements, would
need to do an AFIDA filing analysis.

V. WHAT ARE THE PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO COMPLY?
The penalty for failure to report (or reporting false information) under AFIDA is 25% of the fair market value of the
land, as determined by the FSA. [28] The penalty for a late report is 0.1% of the fair market value of the land for
each week that the violation continues, with a cap of 25% of the fair market value of *10 land on the date the
penalty is assessed. [29] The USDA has the discretion to reduce the penalty and may take into account factors
including: (i) the total time that the violation existed; (ii) the method in which the violation was discovered (i.e.,
whether the violation was voluntarily self-reported); (iii) extenuating circumstances; and (iv) the nature of the
information misstated or not reported. [30]

VI. WHAT TYPES OF STATE ACTS ARE SIMILAR TO AFIDA?
Certain states have passed legislation that implements a disclosure scheme (in many instances, similar in form or
substance to an AFIDA filing) with respect to ownership and operation of farmland by foreign parties. Other states
limit the amount of farmland a foreign entity or person may own or lease, and prohibit ownership of certain types
of land by foreigners.
AFIDA was enacted in 1978 to create a nationwide system for the collection of information about foreign
ownership of U.S. agricultural land. [9] Under the statute, foreign persons acquiring or transferring any interest in
agricultural land (by sale, lease, or by sale of a direct or indirect interest in a company that owns or leases the
land) may be required to submit a report on the transfer or acquisition to the USDA. [10] Failure to timely file a
report can subject the foreign person to financially significant penalties. [11] The law requires "[a]ny foreign
person who acquires or transfers any interest, other than a security interest, in agricultural land shall submit a
report to the Secretary of Agriculture not later than 90 days after the date of such acquisition or transfer." [12]

A. Disclosures
Many states model their disclosure and reporting requirements after AFIDA, but differ in the amount or timing of
information required to be disclosed. States with disclosure or reporting requirements include Alaska, Arkansas,
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Missouri, and Ohio. [31] These requirements attempt to capture information on the
property or the transaction parties, including, for example, the acreage location, the value of the various
agricultural assets, the purpose or intended use of the acreage, and the ultimate owner (or tenant) operating the
property. Certain states, such as Illinois, Maine, and Wisconsin, allow a party to fulfill the state's reporting
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requirements by submitting a copy of its applicable federal AFIDA report. [32] Other states, like Missouri, shorten
the amount of time required for foreign persons to submit reports (thirty-days versus the ninety-day AFIDA *11
deadline). [33]

B. Limitations on Acreage
Another type of state regulation is acreage limitations. States with acreage limitations include Ohio, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. [34] In South Dakota, non-resident aliens cannot acquire more
than 160 acres of agricultural land. [35] In contrast, South Carolina limits ownership by aliens or alien corporations
to 500,000 acres of land. [36]

C. Restrictions or Prohibitions on Ownership
Finally, some states ban foreign ownership of agricultural land (or any land) completely. States with prohibitions
on foreign ownership include Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and Oklahoma. [37] While
certain states allow a short period of foreign ownership before prohibition goes into effect, like Nebraska's fiveyear grace period (under certain circumstances), [38] other states, like North Dakota, prohibit direct or indirect
foreign ownership of agricultural *12 property without exception. [39]
Still, other states take a different approach by limiting the type of legal entities that may own acreage for certain
farming operations or particular crops. For example, Wisconsin limits the rights of corporations and trusts to own
or operate land in connection with certain dairy products and other specifically identified crops. [40] Certain states
flatly prohibit corporate ownership of agricultural land, whether foreign or domestic. [41]
Lastly, some states regulate foreign ownership of agricultural land by imposing higher taxes, requiring registered
agents in the state, or requiring registered offices in the state. [42] In sum, each state's approach to foreign
ownership of land varies greatly.

VII. WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR AGRIBUSINESS TRANSACTIONS?
As discussed above, AFIDA reporting is required within ninety days following the completion of a qualifying
transaction. [43] Failure to report can subject a transaction to significant monetary penalties, resulting in negative
publicity. Given AFIDA's broad definition of agricultural land, what constitutes an interest in agricultural land, and
the relatively small interest held by a foreign person or entity that can trigger the application of the statute, parties
should carefully consider the context of every transaction that involves real property and whether an AFIDA *13
filing is required at the outset. Part of this inquiry requires evaluating whether any of the applicable land is used
for agricultural land within the scope of AFIDA, even if the business purpose of the transaction is not directly
related to farming. This inquiry also requires confirming the intended direct and indirect ownership interests in the
acquisition and whether the involvement of any foreign person in the transaction exceeds the AFIDA reportable
levels. Finally, depending on the state, additional state reporting or other limitations on ownership or operation
may apply.
Reprinted with permission from the Drake Journal of Agricultural Law (23 Drake J. Agric. L. 5, Spring 2018).
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Footnotes
[d1] Marisa Bocci is a partner with K&L Gates LLP, where her practice focuses on real estate matters in
commercial real estate, hospitality and agricultural sectors. In addition to her work on real estate matters, Ms.
Bocci also represents clients on agribusiness M&A transactions. Kari Larson is an associate with K&L Gates LLP,
where her practice focuses on all aspects of commercial real estate including real estate finance, commercial
leasing, acquisitions and sales, developments, and joint ventures. In the agribusiness and food sector, Ms. Larson
has developed particular experience in addressing regulatory issues impacting the food and agriculture industry.
Paulina Wu is an associate with K&L Gates LLP, where her practice focuses on issues related to commercial
mortgages and financing, acquisitions and sales, farmland, and commercial mixed-use properties. Ms. Wu also
has experience in addressing regulatory issues impacting the agribusiness sector. This Essay is for informational
purposes and does not contain or convey legal advice. The information herein should not be used or relied upon
in regard to any particular facts or circumstances without first consulting a lawyer.
[1] Of the top twenty-five food and beverage companies in the U.S. and Canada, Anheuser-Busch InBev, Bimbo
Bakeries USA, JBS USA, Molson Coors Co., Nestle, Pilgrim's Pride, Smithfield Foods, Inc., and Saputo, Inc. are
either foreign or foreign-owned. See Food Processing, Food Processing's Top 100, TOP 100 2017,
https://perma.cc/7E7M-LS7H (archived Mar. 19, 2018).
[2] The last AFIDA ownership report was published in December 2015 and stated that foreign persons held 26.8
million acres of farmland (approximately 2.1% of privately held farmland). U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC, FOREIGN
HOLDINGS OF U.S. AGRICULTURAL LAND THROUGH DECEMBER 31,2015, at i (2015),
https://www.fsa.usda.gov/Assets/USDA-FSA-Public/usdafiles/EPAS/PDF/afida2015report.pdf. By contrast, the
AFIDA report published in February 2004 stated that foreign persons held 14.6 million acres of farmland
(approximately 1% of privately held farmland). U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC, FOREIGN OWNERSHIP OF U.S.
AGRICULTURAL LAND THROUGH FEBRUARY 28, 2004, at iii (2004), https://www.fsa.usda.gov/Assets/USDAFSA-Public/usdafiles/EPAS/PDF/022804_foreign_owner.pdf; see U.S. Dep't of Agric, Agricultural Foreign
Investment Disclosure Act (AFIDA), RELATED TOPICS, https://perma.cc/Q4EN-YDXP (archived Mar. 19, 2018)
[hereinafter Agricultural Foreign Investment Disclosure Act (AFIDA)].
[3] This Essay does not discuss the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS). For
discussion on that topic in an agricultural context, please see Press Release, U.S. Senate Comm. on Agric,
Nutrition, & Forestry, Senators Stabenow and Grassley Introduce Bipartisan Legislation to Protect American
Agricultural Interests in Foreign Acquisitions (Mar. 14, 2017), https://perma.cc/9LNY-PL4Q. For a general
summary of CFIUS, see JAMES K. JACKSON, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN
INVESTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES (CFIUS) (Mar. 13, 2018), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/RL33388.pdf
[4] See ARK. CODE ANN. § 2-3-103 (2017); 765 ILL. COMP. STAT. 50/3 (2017); IOWA CODE § 558.44 (2017);
KAN. STAT. ANN. § 17-7505(b) (2017); ME. STAT. tit. 7, § 33(1) (2017); MO. REV. STAT. § 442.592(4) (2017);
NEB. REV. STAT. § 76-402 (2017).
[5] See Saudi Land Purchases in California and Arizona Fuel Debate Over Water Rights, L.A. TIMES (Mar. 29,
2016, 3:00 AM), https://perma.cc/B6E5-9677; see also Ana Swanson, Targeting China's Purchases, Congress
Proposes Tougher Reviews of Foreign Investments, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 8, 2017), https://perma.cc/2TRC-P2E4.
[6] See Dan Nosowitz, There's More Foreign-Owned American Farmland than the Size of Tennessee. That We
Know of, MOD. FARMER, (July 13, 2017), https://perma.cc/HL9A-CETE; see also Johnathan Hettinger & Robert
Holly, Foreign Investment in U.S. Farmland on the Rise, MIDWEST CTR. FOR INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING
(June 22, 2017), https://perma.cc/36GM-ZF8M.
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[7] See Agricultural Foreign Investment Disclosure Act Database, MIDWEST CTR. FOR INVESTIGATIVE
REPORTING, https://perma.cc/2XVH-WWF7 (archived Mar. 19, 2018).
[8] This Essay discusses only selected examples of state legislation, in order to describe the various approaches
taken by states (highlighting similarities and differences between various statutes). It is not intended to be a
comprehensive summary.
[9] Agricultural Foreign Investment Disclosure Act (AFIDA), supra note 2.
[10] See Agriculture Foreign Investment Disclosure Act of 1978 § 2(a), 7 U.S.C. § 3501 (2012).
[11] 7 U.S.C. § 3502 (2012).
[12] 7 U.S.C. § 3501(a) (2012).
[13] Agricultural Foreign Investment Disclosure Act (AFIDA), supra note 3.
[14] See generally U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC, FSA HANDBOOK: FOREIGN INVESTMENT DISCLOSURE (2005),
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/Internet/FSA_File/1-afida_r02_a02.pdf.
[15] While AFIDA does not require annual or other regular filings by foreign persons, the USDA's FSA does
require a report be filed if: (i) there is any change in the legal address of a first, second, or third tier owner; (ii)
there is any change in second or third tier ownership; (iii) a reporting individual ceases to be foreign; or (iv) a
reporting entity ceases to be foreign. See id. at 4-4.
[16] 7 C.F.R. § 781.2(g)(2) (2018).
[17] 7 C.F.R. § 781.2(g)(4) (2018).
[18] 7 C.F.R. § 781.2(k)(1)-(3) (2018). A reportable interest exists if (i) a single foreign person owns an interest of
10% or more; (ii) multiple foreign persons acting in concert own an interest of 10% or more in the aggregate; or
(iii) multiple foreign persons own an interest of 50% or more in the aggregate whether or not acting in concert. Id.
[19] 7 C.F.R. § 781.2(c) (2018).
[20] 7 C.F.R. § 781.2(c)(2) (2018).
[21] 7 C.F.R. § 781.2(c)(3) (2018).
[22] 7 C.F.R. § 781.2(c)(5) (2018).
[23] See generally 7 C.F.R. § 781.2 (2018).
[24] See 7 C.F.R. § 781.2(b) (2018).
[25] Id.
[26] Jeremy B. Zucker & Scott Snyder, Non-U.S. Companies Should Use Caution When Investing in U.S.
"Agricultural Land," LEXOLOGY (May 21, 2015) https://perma.cc/RAE8-BSQP.
[27] 7 C.F.R. § 781.2(b) (2018).
[28] 7 C.F.R. § 781.4(b)(2) (2018). The fair market value is determined at the time the penalty is assessed or, if
the land is not currently used for agricultural purposes, then as of the last date that it was so used. 7 C.F.R. §
781.4(c) (2018).
[29] 7 C.F.R. § 781.4(b)(1) (2018).
[30] 7 C.F.R. § 781.4(b)(3) (2018).
[31] See ALASKA STAT. § 09.25.010(b) (2017) (if an estate or interest in real property is created, transferred, or
declared (other than a lease for one year or less) to or for the benefit of a non-resident alien, the instrument must
state the name and address of the alien); ARK. CODE ANN. §§ 2-3-103(a)(1)(B), 2-3-110(c)(1) (2017) (any
foreign party that acquires any interest in agricultural land in Arkansas must register the ownership at the office of
the circuit clerk in the county in which the land is located within sixty days after the acquisition; the registration
must include a description of the agricultural lands acquired and the name and business address of the foreign
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party that acquired the lands); 765 ILL. COMP. STAT. 50/3 (a) (2017); IOWA CODE § 558.44(4) (2017); KAN.
STAT. ANN. § 17-7505(b) (2017); ME. STAT. tit. 7, § 33(1) (2017); MO. REV. STAT. § 442.592(4) (2017); OHIO
REV. CODE ANN. § 5301.254(C) (2017).
[32] 765 ILL. COMP. STAT. 50/6 (2017); ME. STAT. tit. 7, § 33 (3) (2017); WIS. STAT. § 710.02(4) (2017).
[33] MO. REV. STAT. § 442.592(4) (2017) (any foreign person (including entities) who acquires or transfers any
interest in agricultural land (including a lease in excess of ten years, inclusive of extension rights) must submit a
report to the director of agriculture no later than thirty days after the date of the acquisition or transfer, subject to
certain exceptions).
[34] OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 5301.254(C) (2017) (a foreign corporation or business entity with a non-resident
alien with 10%(or more) interest, or any number of non-resident aliens with 40% (or more) combined interest, and
such entity owning more than three acres of property valued at more than $100,000, or any interest in minerals
and any mining rights valued at more than $50,000, the entity must register with the secretary of state within thirty
days after the date of such acquisition); 68 PA. CONS. STAT. § 41 (2017); S.C. CODE ANN. § 27-13-30 (2017);
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 43-2A-2 (2017); WIS. STAT. § 710.02(1) (2017).
[35] S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 43-2A-2 (2017).
[36] S.C. CODE ANN. § 27-13-30 (2017).
[37] IOWA CODE § 9I.3 (2017) (non-resident aliens, foreign businesses, and foreign governments may not
purchase or acquire agricultural land, subject to certain exceptions); MINN. STAT. § 500.221(2) (2017)
(prohibiting entities from acquiring agricultural land unless at least 80% of the entity is held directly or indirectly by
U.S. citizens or permanent resident aliens); MO. REV. STAT. § 442.571(1) (2017); NEB. REV. STAT. § 76-402
(2017) (prohibiting aliens and corporations that are not incorporated under the laws of the State of Nebraska from
acquiring title or taking or holding any land, real estate, or leasehold interest extending for more than five years);
N.D. CENT. CODE § 47-10.1-02(4) (2017); OKLA. STAT. tit. 18, § 951(A) (2017). Certain states, such as
Missouri, may seem inconsistent by having both disclosure requirements and prohibitions against ownership. In
these cases, however, there are exceptions to the prohibition against ownership. Accordingly, when a company
qualifies for an exception, the disclosure requirement then applies.
[38] NEB. REV. STAT. § 76-402 (2017).
[39] N.D. CENT. CODE § 47-10.1-02(4) (2017) (partnerships, limited partnerships, limited liability companies,
trustees, or other business entities may not directly or indirectly acquire any interest to agricultural land unless the
ultimate beneficial interest is held directly or indirectly by a citizen of the United States or permanent resident
alien, subject to certain exceptions).
[40] WIS. STAT. § 182.001 (2017) (with respect to certain dairy products and other identified crops, no
corporation or trust may own land for such foregoing farming operations unless the corporation or trust complies
with the following: (i) shareholders or beneficiaries are fifteen in number (with certain lineal ancestors or decedent
calculations); (ii) it does not have more than two classes of shares; and (iii) all of the shareholders or beneficiaries
are natural persons).
[41] KAN. STAT. ANN. § 17-5904 (2017) (no corporation, limited liability company, or limited partnership (other
than family farm corporation, family farm limited liability company, or similar enumerated family farm entity types)
shall directly or indirectly own, acquire, or lease agricultural land, subject to certain exceptions); MO. REV. STAT.
§ 350.015 (2017); NEB. REV. STAT. § 76-402 (2017); OKLA. STAT. tit. 18, § 1020 (2017); S.D. CODIFIED
LAWS § 47-9A-3 (2017).
[42] See, e.g., S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-43-220(d)(1) (2017) (in South Carolina, agricultural land owned by non-
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resident aliens is taxed at 6% (as opposed to 4%)); see also N.D. CENT. CODE § 10-06.1-17 (2017).
[43] Agriculture Foreign Investment Disclosure Act of 1978 § 2(a), 7 U.S.C. § 3501 (2012).
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